Do you get nervous preparing and giving oral presentations? Do you shy away from participation in class discussions and expressing your opinions in public?

DOES THE THOUGHT OF PUBLIC SPEAKING GIVE YOU THE SHAKES?

If you have the symptoms, we have the cure.

The Pforzheimer Learning & Teaching Center offers:

**Drop-in Public Speaking Tutor Hours at the PLTC**
Monday evenings. Drop by to work on the organization and/or delivery of your presentation. Take advantage of the opportunity to be videotaped and get feedback on your presentation. Complete a Public Speaking Tutor Request Form (available at the PLTC) to set up an individual appointment with a tutor.

**Videotaping**
Videotape your presentation and work with a tutor on improving your public speaking skills. Come to drop in hours at the PLTC and bring your presentation to the session. You’ll have an opportunity to meet with the tutor before you begin, tape the presentation and then review and critique the video together. If you’re not available during drop-in hours, contact Barbara Boger (x2092) to make different arrangements.

**Workshops**
Workshops are offered on Active Participation in Class and on Oral Presentation Skills (check PLTC for dates)